
Art, crowds & a magazine with international potential 

 

The art magazine MILIONART KALEIDOSCOPE conquers the world of art from Austria. 

Now the editors have decided to found the circle of friends, whose members can 

actively participate and works as a close-knit network made up of know-how, interest 

and open communication that enables the magazine having a strong support. 

The XXL - art magazine MILIONART KALEIDOSCOPE based in Austria and a European 

distribution is published three times a year and differs conceptual and content-oriented from 

the established art magazines on the market. 

The editors of the art magazine Magdalena Froner and Hugo Astner came to the art scene 

by turns and in a second step to the publication. Both have from their education a business 

background. While Hugo Astner worked for many years in the field of motorsport marketing 

and as a financial consultant, Magdalena Froner has gained experience in management 

positions in the tourism and leisure industry. 

Through the personal passion for the subject of art and the activity in the art trade - initially 

still in the course of private collector's items, afterwards professionally - the successful team 

spontaneously decided three years ago to publish an art magazine. "From the beginning, we 

were only interested in sharing exciting new discoveries and outstanding artistic 

achievements with our friends." says Hugo Astner, explaining the beginnings of the project, 

"at that time, we weren’t aware of the dimension in terms of circulation" Magdalena Froner 

continues: "We have to deal with the fact that we are now present at international trade fairs 

such as Art Basel, and from all over the world people are suddenly interested in the "big" 

magazine. Although we have grown step by step with every new issue, we haven’t thought 

that this leap into the world of international art magazines is possible." 

With the current issue, the second edition in 2017, the Magazin is now setting up a circle of 

friends, supported by the international crowdfunding platform Kickstarter. "We have opted 

for a crowdfunding project because we can build the circle of friends in a larger, international 

context. We would like to have many Austrian members, but it can also be a source of 

inspiration for international connoisseurs and lovers." The Crowdfunding project is 

particularly important because it is not a matter of financial contributions to the publication of 

the magazine – it is to build a network of like-minded people, who see themselves as part of 

the success-story of MILIONART KALEIDOSCOPE and are also interactively involved. The 

so-called "reward" for the friends is exceedingly generous: for a single payment of € 217, - 

each friend receives an original work of the Italian artist Nerone, as well as a subscription for 

7 years and a nomination in one print edition. There is also an option for those with a smaller 

budget: You can buy an issue or an annual subscription on the platform and support the 

project. "The art magazine is a matter of heart for us. We value every sign of appreciation as 

a great gesture. The publication of the magazine is not a profit centre for us, but has an ideal 

background," adds Magdalena Froner. 

From the 07/02/2017, the project will be broadcast live on the Kickstarter platform with a 

video clip and detailed explanations. Then everyone who is interested can join the special art 

crowd within 30 days. 

Further information as well as pictures take a look at: www.stayinart.com/freundeskreis 

More information about Kickstarter: https://www.kickstarter.com/press?ref=footer 

 

https://www.kickstarter.com/press?ref=footer


GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT MILIONART KALEIDOSCOPE: 

MilionArt Kaleidoscope combines the elements of art into a whole 

The word kaleidoscope comes from the Greek and means: to see beautiful forms. 

MilionArt Kaleidoscope is an art and high-gloss magazine in XXL format with the most 

beautiful form of "the beautiful forms": the art. In each issue, MilionArt Kaleidoscope 

examines the art scene and presents selected artists, collections, scientists, exhibitors and 

museums. In addition to the area of visual art, the editorial staff also continually tackles 

themes of music, literature, architecture and design. 

The MilionArt Kaleidoscope is an unforgettable reading experience for every art enthusiast. 

Innovative layout, elegant design, texts in German and English as well as the highest 

demands on printing and paper complete the concept. 

With its inimitable combination of interviews and expert knowledge, MilionArt Kaleidoscope is 

an indispensable tool for every art lover, collector and lover. 
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